We present a nonlinear macroscopic model in which nematic side-chain liquid single crystal elastomers are understood as materials that show two preferred directions. One of the two directions is connected to the director of the liquid crystalline phase, the other one becomes anchored in the polymer network during the procedure of synthesis. The specific properties of the materials arise from the coupling between these two preferred directions. We take into account this coupling via the variables of relative rotations between the two directions. For this purpose, we have extended the variables of relative rotations to the nonlinear regime. In addition, we generalize the concept in such a way that it can also be used for the description of other systems coupling two preferred directions. In order to test our picture, we compare its predictions to the experimental observations on nematic monodomain elastomers. As a result, we find that our model describes the nonlinear strain-induced director reorientation and the related plateau-like behavior in the stress-strain relation, which are characteristic of these materials. In addition, our model avoids the unphysical notion of a vanishing or small linear elastic shear modulus. Finally, we demonstrate that ordinary nonlinear elastic behavior of the materials, i.e. not connected to any reorientation of the director field, also plays an important role in the appearance of the stress-strain curves and must be taken into account.
I. INTRODUCTION
The first report of the synthesis of a monodomain nematic side-chain elastomer already contained a description of the most inspiring feature of these materials 1, 2 : in nematic side-chain liquid single crystal elastomers (SCLSCEs) macroscopic deformation and reorientation of the nematic director field are closely connected. This fact was revealed when a nematic SCLSCE was stretched perpendicularly to its original director orientation in a stress-strain experiment. At the same time the orientation of the director field was traced by monitoring the dichroic ratio. The meantime well-known result was a continuous reorientation of the director field which set in at a threshold strain and appeared to be closely connected to a decrease in the slope of the stress-strain curve. In various later experiments this behavior of the materials was recovered. It was also found that the reorientation of the director can occur via a splitting of the homogeneous director orientation, when stripe domains are observed 3, 4 . Furthermore, it was demonstrated that, vice versa, a reorientation of the director field causes macroscopic strain. This was shown by applying an external electric field to swollen nematic SCLSCEs [5] [6] [7] .
Since the early experiments have been performed, the topic is under thorough discussion from the point of view of modeling. In the previous decade the nonlinear elastic behavior has mainly been described using the semi-microscopic picture based on anisotropic Gaussian rubber elasticity 8 , which has (a) Electronic mail: andreas.menzel@uni-bayreuth.de (b) Electronic mail: pleiner@mpip-mainz.mpg.de (c) Electronic mail: brand@uni-bayreuth.de also been taken as a basis for numerical studies 9 . This approach is able to describe the plateau-like feature in the stressstrain curve at finite strains, where the director rotates from a perpendicular to a parallel orientation w.r.t. the stretching direction. In this approach there is no nematic degree of freedom considered and the nematic ordering simply serves as providing the uniaxial orientation. The rubber elastic description is based on the assumption of Gaussian phantom chains and affine deformations on all length scales. This approach, however, fails to correctly describe the linear elastic properties of nematic SCLSCEs. It predicts a vanishing ("soft") or very small ("semi-soft") linear elastic shear modulus, while oscillating shear measurements clearly show the shear elastic modulus to be finite and of the order of the isotropic one [10] [11] [12] . The linear "softness" has been linked to a spontaneously broken continuous shape rotational symmetry 13 . This symmetry is not spontaneously broken in the nematic SCLSCEs available experimentally so far.
Recently, a biaxial model has been proposed 14 to describe the results of the nonlinear stress-strain experiments. The two directions in the nematic SCLSCE are assumed to be given on the one hand by an internal stress imprinted into the material during the process of synthesis, and on the other hand by the external stress applied to the material during the stress-strain experiment. Here, the critical behavior is shifted from the linear elastic range to that of a finite strain thereby mimicking the nonlinear elastic plateau. However, no vanishing linear elastic shear modulus has been found experimentally even at a finite pre-strain.
Thus, there is a clear necessity for a description that cov-ers the nonlinear plateau behavior as well as the non-soft (finite) linear shear elastic property. This could be provided by a more refined semi-microscopic model or by a macroscopic, phenomenological approach according to generalized hydrodynamics. The former has been discussed in Refs. 15 and 16, while the latter will be pursued below.
The picture that we propose in this paper is the following. We think of the materials as being composed of two components that both show a preferred direction. These two components are coupled to each other: a rotation of one of the two components with respect to the other one contributes to the energy density of the whole system. In our case of nematic SCLSCEs, one of the two components is made up by the entity of mesogens that show the liquid crystalline phase. The other component is given by the crosslinked network of polymer backbones which shows an elastic mechanical behavior. Both of the two components feature a preferred direction, generally in parallel orientation in equilibrium. In our model these two directions are internal properties of the materials, which makes a major difference compared to the picture in Ref. 14. Our concept is based on an early idea by de Gennes, who set up a linear expression for the variables of relative rotations between the director of the liquid crystalline phase and the polymer network 17 . Later on, relative rotations have been introduced as macroscopic variables into a hydrodynamic description of nematic SCLSCEs by two of the present authors 18 . The concept of relative rotations has since turned out to be very useful in the macroscopic characterization of the materials 11, 12, [19] [20] [21] . Recently, we have extended the expression of relative rotations to the nonlinear regime, so that now also the nonlinear behavior of nematic SCLSCEs can be modeled in this spirit 22 . Our characterization is macroscopic and can be understood as a starting point for a hydrodynamic description of the materials. We keep it general in the sense that we do not assign specific values to the material parameters from the beginning. Therefore it essentially differs from the approach given in Ref. 8 . We will focus our considerations on the effects connected to the coupling of the two preferred directions in the elastomers. This coupling and relative rotations between the two preferred directions can lead to a strongly nonlinear response during stress-strain measurements. In particular, this response is not connected to the nonlinear purely elastic response that can be found for the materials in a strainregime where no rotation of the preferred directions occurs. The analysis of experimental results corroborates our concept.
Possible applications of liquid crystalline elastomers as components of artificial muscles or soft mechanical actuators have been discussed in the literature 5, [23] [24] [25] . The effect that we study in this paper may be exploited for practical purposes in the following way. As we have mentioned above, the reorientation of the director of common nematic SCLSCEs can be initiated by stretching the respective elastomer perpendicularly to its initial director orientation, beyond a certain threshold value. While the director reorientation takes place, the slope of the corresponding stress-strain curve is strongly decreased. This means that then, by small changes of the amplitude of the applied stress, large changes of the elongation of the material can be achieved. The respective SCLSCE therefore serves as a shape changing device that reacts very sensitively to variations of the externally applied stress. To drive the elastomer into this stress-sensitive regime, a prestrain has to be imposed. We note at this point that the initiation of large amplitudes of deformation has also been reported for other kinds of materials under pre-strain 26 . On the other hand, nature has already been making use of the special properties of macromolecular materials containing liquid crystalline components for millions of years. A prominent example concerns the process of spinning fibers by spiders, which is connected to the partial liquid crystalline composition of spider silk 27 . Spider silk itself also features regimes of stress-sensitive behavior under elevated temperature and/or relative humidity, when the overall shape of the corresponding stress-strain curves is considered 28 . We have organized this paper in the following way. In Sec. II we will describe in detail our nonlinear picture of nematic SCLSCEs as materials of two coupled preferred directions. The elements of our previous nonlinear study of the materials will shortly be reviewed and implemented into the description. We give an expression for the generalized energy density of the system and discuss the various contributions. Furthermore, we show that in the linear regime de Gennes' picture of the materials is recovered. After that, in Sec. III we present the predictions of our model and compare them to experimental observations in the field. In particular, we focus on the results obtained during recent stress-strain experiments 29, 30 . Finally, we summarize and discuss our results and give a short perspective in Sec. IV. We have added an appendix in which an alternative approach to the variables of relative rotations is presented. In addition, in the appendix we demonstrate that this alternative approach leads to an identical description of the materials when the corresponding terms of the generalized energy density are investigated.
II. MACROSCOPIC MODEL OF NEMATIC SCLSCES
In this section we present in detail the ingredients of our model describing the macroscopic physical behavior of nematic SCLSCEs. As we have already explained in Sec. I, in our picture the materials can be thought of as a combination of two coupled components. Each of these two components is associated with one preferred direction.
The preferred direction connected to the component showing the liquid crystalline phase is of course given by the director fieldn(r). It reflects the average direction of orientation of the mesogenic units in a mesoscopic volume at a position r. During strain-induced reorientation processes at constant temperature, it has been observed that within domains of one orientation of the director, the scalar order parameter S is either slightly decreasing or constant within the experimental error bar 3 . Due to this fact, we will not take into account the scalar degree of ordering S of the mesogens, but only deal with the orientation of the macroscopic director field.
On the other hand, we can identify a separate, second preferred direction which is connected to the polymer network, or, in our language, to the component showing the elastic behavior. If the director of a nematic SCLSCE is reoriented during a stress-strain experiment or due to an external electric or magnetic field, it will relax back to its original orientation after the external force has been released. The original orientation of the director has been imprinted into the polymer network during the process of synthesis, or, in other words, it has been frozen in 31 . For materials generated by the twostep crosslinking procedure described in Refs. 1 and 2, it is easy to identify this direction: during a second crosslinking step the material is stretched in a certain direction in order to macroscopically align the director in a monodomain across the whole elastomer. It has been demonstrated that during the second crosslinking step some anisotropy gets locked in the vicinity of the crosslinking points 2 . But also if the director is macroscopically aligned by an external magnetic field 32 , by anisotropic deswelling 33 , or by surface effects 34 before the crosslinking process is completed, the respective original orientation of the director field becomes imprinted into the polymer network. We therefore identify this imprinted direction as the preferred direction of the network of polymer backbones, which makes up the second component. We denote this direction byn nw (r).
Due to the coupling between the two components it is clear that a misalignment of the two orientationsn(r) andn nw (r) will contribute to the generalized energy density of the system. From this misalignment, we will therefore construct nonlinear macroscopic variables which are suitable for a macroscopic, hydrodynamic-like description of the systems. Our scope in this section is to derive an expression for the generalized energy density characterizing the behavior of the materials.
It is important that the macroscopic variables that contribute to a hydrodynamic picture vanish when the system is in equilibrium and no external forces are applied. We take the difference between the two directionsn(r) −n nw (r) as a starting point, however, it cannot be taken directly as the macroscopic variables we are looking for due to the following reasons of symmetry.
In low molecular weight nematics the two directionsn(r) and −n(r) cannot be distinguished. Therefore, an expression for the generalized energy density characterizing such a system must be invariant under the symmetry transformation n(r) ↔ −n(r). For this reason, when deriving an expression for the generalized energy density, it makes sense to use macroscopic variables that show a clear behavior of symmetry under the transformationn(r) ↔ −n(r).
Returning to nematic SCLSCEs, we have two separate preferred directionsn(r) andn nw (r). The generalized energy density must be invariant under the symmetry transformation n(r) ↔ −n(r) as well as under the symmetry transformation n nw (r) ↔ −n nw (r), separately (inversion ofn(r) does not imply inversion ofn nw (r) and vice versa). Our macroscopic variables must show a definite behavior under these transformations of symmetry.
We thus define two sets of nonlinear relative rotations on the basis of the differencen(r) −n nw (r). Taking the component of this difference that is perpendicular ton nw (r), we obtain as variables of relative rotations
Ω(r) is odd under the transformationn(r) ↔ −n(r) and even under the transformationn nw (r) ↔ −n nw (r) (we mark the scalar product by "·"). Systematically taking the component ofn(r) −n nw (r) which is perpendicular ton(r), we obtain as a second set of variables of relative rotations
Ω nw (r) is even under the transformationn(r) ↔ −n(r) and odd under the transformationn nw (r) ↔ −n nw (r). Later we will comment on the role of the two sets of relative rotations, and we will show that this formulation is in accordance with the linear description in the spirit of de Gennes 17 .
As a next step, we must connect the orientations ofn(r) andn nw (r) to those variables which characterize the current macroscopic state of the system 22 . In our model, the state of a nematic SCLSCE is completely defined by the orientation of the director fieldn(r) and by the state of elastic distortion of the polymer network. Elastic distortions are described in terms of gradients of a displacement field u(r) in the framework of elasticity theory 35 . In order to include the energy density resulting from elastic distortions into our expression for the generalized energy density of the system, we will have to use the nonlinear strain tensor in the Euler notation 36 . The components of this strain tensor written in components of u(r) read
This tensor describes, how the distance between two volume elements of the elastomer changes during an elastic deformation. The spatial dependence on r is not explicitly displayed in the following. When we want to connect the preferred direction of the elastic componentn nw to the elastic deformation, we start with the original, undistorted state of the system. Here, we find that the two macroscopic preferred directions are aligned in parallel directions. We denote them asn 0 andn nw 0 , respectively. Locally, due to some external force acting onto the system, the directorn is obtained fromn 0 via a rotation S 22 ,
In the same way, alson nw is obtained fromn nw 0 via a rotation which we denote as R −1 ,
The rotation matrix R −1 is connected to the local elastic distortion of the polymer network. This is due to the fact that every elastic distortion can be separated into a rotation and a pure strain deformation. We have derived an expression for
Thus Eqs. (3), (5) and (6) connectn nw to the displacement field u.
At the beginning of this section we have taken the misalignmentn nw −n as a starting point for the construction of the variables of relative rotations. Eqs. (4) and (5) together with the conditionn nw 0 n 0 will guarantee rotational invariance with respect to the initial state of the system, when we set up the expression for the generalized energy density.
In the following, using symmetry arguments, we derive this expression for the generalized energy density of the system. The macroscopic variables that can contribute to the generalized energy density comprise the hydrodynamic variables of mass density ρ, density of momentum g, and density of entropy σ, as well as the macroscopic variables of strain (3), relative rotations (1) and (2), and gradient fields like ∇n. We combine these variables satisfying the symmetry requirements for an energy density, such as invariance under parity and under the transformationsn nw ↔ −n nw andn ↔ −n, separately. In addition, we assume that for the investigation of the stress-strain geometry the strains ε and the relative rotationsΩ andΩ nw play the dominant role. Therefore, only terms composed of ε,Ω, andΩ nw are taken into consideration. The expression for the generalized energy density we want to study in the following amounts to
where summation over repeated indices is implied. Here, the elastic behavior of the polymer network is assumed to be isotropic, as the first two terms indicate. We will comment on this point in section IV. The terms with the coefficients D 1 , D (2) 1 , and D we did not explicitly add the corresponding terms containing only the variableΩ nw . What comes next in expression (7) are the terms that couple the relative rotations to the strain of the elastomer. As we can see, the terms with the coefficients D 2 and D nw 2 couple to the strain tensor in a linear way, whereas the terms with the coefficients D couple to the strain tensor quadratically. An additional term ε ij ε ijΩkΩk can be included to model an effective change of the elastic coefficient c 1 with increasing relative rotations between the director and the polymer network, However, we will not need this term for the following discussion. For all terms, strain is only included up to quadratic order. The motivation for this approach will become clear during Sec. III.
It is straightforward to demonstrate that in the linear regime of small strains and small relative rotations we recover de Gennes' expression for the energy density 17 . Taking only those terms from expression (7) which are quadratic in the macroscopic variables and substitutingn =n 0 + δn as well asn nw =n nw 0 + δn nw , we obtain
. (8) Here,
andΩ (lin) = δn − δn nw (one has to take care of the parameterization in the case of antiparallel alignment ofn 0 andn nw 0 ). For isotropic elastic behavior, this expression of F (lin) coincides with de Gennes' expression as noted in Ref. 17 . We obtain the conditions of thermodynamic stability: c 1 > 0, 2c 1 + 3c 2 > 0, D 1 > 0, and
Furthermore, by construction, from Eqs. (1) and (2) it follows thatn
In the linear regime, this leads to the familiar conditionn ·
We have added an appendix, in which we outline an alternative approach to the variables of relative rotations. However, we can show that this alternative approach leads to the same terms listed in expression (7) . In the appendix, we also discuss in detail the symmetry relations betweenn andn nw connected to the distorted state of the elastomer, as well asn 0 andn nw 0 connected to the undistorted state.
III. PREDICTIONS OF THE MODEL AND COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we will analyze the geometry of stretching a nematic SCLSCE perpendicularly to its original director orientation using the model introduced above. We include a semi-quantitative comparison of the predictions of our model to the results obtained from the corresponding reorientation experiments. The main goal of this procedure is to reveal the dominating underlying processes that from a macroscopic point of view take place during the reorientation of the director field.
We begin by specifying the geometry, which is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The z-direction of our Cartesian coordinate system will be oriented parallel to the externally applied stretching force F ext . Furthermore, the initial directionsn 0 andn nw 0 are chosen to be oriented parallel within the x-z-plane, so we can denote them aŝ
with ϑ 0 = β 0 + nπ, n ∈ Z. When we set ϑ 0 = 0 we obtain the case of stretching the elastomer exactly perpendicularly to the original director orientation. Thenn 0 andn nw 0 are oriented parallel to the x-direction. It is straightforward to study an inhomogeneous deformation and to include e.g. heterogeneous initial director orientations. However, in this paper we will adopt the assumption of a homogeneous deformation, which includes a homogeneous orientation of the initial directionsn 0 andn nw 0 . One should rather think of the homogeneous deformation of a characteristic volume element, not of the whole sample, a concept which we will further motivate later on.
In this spirit, we take as an ansatz for the displacement field
Here, the amplitudes A, B, C, S, and T reflect the strain deformation of the elastomer. We know from the experiments that the reaction of the director field to the external forces is mainly determined by a reorientation within the x-z-plane. Previous calculations in the spirit of our model show that within this plane the reorientation of the director is closely connected to a shear deformation of the elastomer 11, 22 , as has also been found from other models. In ansatz (12)- (14), we therefore allow for a shear deformation in the x-z-plane and discuss its role later. We start our calculations by deriving an expression for the matrix R −1 , which describes the elastic rotational deformation of the polymer network. For this purpose, we introduce ansatz (12)- (14) into Eqs. (3) and (6) . Up to quartic order in the deformation amplitudes we obtain
Here, O(5) represents terms of quintic or higher order in the deformation amplitudes A, B, C, S, and T .
We add four remarks. First, we see from Eqs. (15) and (16) that in the absence of any shear deformation (i.e. S = T = 0) we do not find any elastic rotational deformation. The same is true for equal shear amplitudes S = T . Furthermore, in the linear regime we recover the fact that shear and rotational elastic deformations are equivalent:
Finally, only the shear amplitudes S and T determine the degree of elastic rotational deformation in the case of B = −A and C = 0 (which is often referred to as a "pure shear" deformation; see, e.g., Ref. 38) .
Using Eqs. (5), (15), and (16) we can now parameterizê n nw in terms of the deformation amplitudes. On the other hand, we have to include a further degree of freedom ϑ, which is connected to the reorientation of the directorn within the x-z-plane. More precisely, ϑ − ϑ 0 is denoting the angle by which the director has rotated from its original orientationn 0 to its final orientationn. We obtain
It is a very good approximation to assume that common nematic SCLSCEs do not change their volume during the deformations investigated in the following. We include this feature by setting
In particular, this expression for C implies that up to cubic order in the strain amplitudes the term with the coefficient c 2 does not contribute to Eq. (7). We can now obtain an expression for the energy density F which is a function only of the strain amplitudes A, B, C, S, and T , as well as of the reorientation angle ϑ. For this purpose, we have to introduce expressions (1)- (3), (12)- (14) , and (16)- (18) into Eq. (7). We want to stress at this point that we will only take into account the strains up to quadratic order in the generalized energy density (7). The quadratic term of the strain tensor (3) enters F only in the terms with the coefficients D 2 and D nw 2 , and Eq. (16) is reduced to β − β 0 = − 1 2 (T − S). This way we make sure that the nonlinear stress-strain behavior we will recover in the following originates solely from the influence of the relative rotations. There will be no terms included in the final form of expression (7) that can describe a nonlinear elastic behavior when no reorientation of the director occurs.
In our approach, we then have to minimize the generalized energy F = V F d 3 r of the system, V being the volume of the respective sample. This means that we treat the system in a static way. We consider the respective elongation of the sample in z-direction to be imposed onto the system externally. Therefore, since we are dealing with a spatially homogeneous deformation, the value of the strain amplitude A is considered to be fixed from outside. For every value of A we determine the equilibrium state of the system.
Following this procedure, we have to minimize the generalized energy density F with respect to the strain amplitudes B, C, S, and T , as well as to the reorientation angle ϑ. From this minimization we obtain the values of B, C, S, T , and ϑ as a function of A. Consequently, also the energy density F can be expressed as a function of A. From the change of the generalized energy density F with respect to A, that is from the derivative dF /dA, we can then deduce the value of the externally applied force F ext . F ext is connected to the external stress amplitude, and it is the cause of the respective elongation characterized by A. In this way our picture is closed.
Since we want to compare the results obtained from our model to experimental results, we should address two more issues before we start to evaluate the expression for F .
On the one hand, a completely spatially homogeneous deformation of the entire sample can of course not be realized in an experiment. This results already from the geometrical constraints connected to the respective experimental set-up, in interplay with the low compressibility of the materials. Especially near the top and bottom edges, where the samples are usually clamped during reorientation experiments, the strain deformation is quite heterogeneous. Because of this, a spatially homogeneous characterization can only describe the behavior of one volume element of the sample. Only if the geometry of the sample investigated is chosen such that most of the regions of the sample react in a similar way, and only if the behavior of a characteristic volume element can reflect the overall behavior of the sample, then this approach is meaningful.
Furthermore, for polymer materials it is difficult to map the overall boundary conditions of a clamped sample to one volume element. It seems plausible that shear deformations characterized by T = 0 play a minor role. This is also suggested by the observations of the stripe domains, which are oriented parallel to the direction of the externally applied force 3, 4 . As a consequence, we will set
during the rest of our considerations. The discussion is not as clear for shear deformations described by S = 0. Narrow stripes of alternating shear deformation S > 0 and S < 0, respectively, do not lead to a large deviation from the boundary conditions imposed by the clamps. We will therefore study the case of S = 0 first, however, we will also discuss the influence of a nonvanishing shear deformation S = 0.
On the other hand, we have to connect the variables the values of which are measured during the experiments to the variables that appear in our hydrodynamic-like Eulerian picture. Usually, in the experiments the value of the current macroscopic dimension l of the respective sample in the direction of the externally applied force is recorded step by step. Comparing to the initial dimension l 0 of the sample in this direction, the ratio
is determined and taken as a measure of the induced strain. Sometimes, like for instance in Ref. 29 , the so called true strain = ln(λ) is taken as a variable. We will choose our Cartesian coordinate system such that the externally applied force is oriented parallel to the z-direction (Fig. 1) . Then, λ ≡ λ z , l ≡ l z , and l 0 ≡ l z,0 . In the same way we define the current dimensions l x and l y as well as the initial dimensions l x,0 and l y,0 of the respective sample in the lateral directions.
Stresses are recorded either as true stress
or as nominal stress
where F ext again denotes the magnitude of the force externally applied to the sample edges in z-direction. Underlying these definitions is, of course, the assumption that the sample deforms in a spatially homogeneous way. Naturally, from the experimental point of view the initial dimension l 0 is considered to be constant and the current sample dimension l is changed.
In the hydrodynamic-like picture, however, the situation is different. Here, we have to adopt an Eulerian point of view. Therefore, the current dimension of the sample l is considered to be constant, and what changes is the initial dimension l 0 .
Because of l z,0 = l z − Al z , in a spatially homogeneous deformation we obtain
Furthermore, from
we find
Here, the expressions on the left of Eqs. (25) and (26) are given as functions of λ, the expressions on the right as functions of A. The connection between both follows from Eq. (23).
In the following, we will continue our considerations in two steps. First, we will focus on the reorientation of the director field. In this context we can elucidate the different roles of the two sets of relative rotations. After that, we will address the stress-strain curves. We keep in mind that the reorientation of the director field and the nonlinear shape of the respective stress-strain curve are closely connected to each other.
A. Reorientation of the director field
For illustration we will suppress shear elastic deformations in this subsection, that is we set S = T = 0. Therefore, no rotation of the polymer network occurs and β = β 0 . Furthermore, we will only take into account the quadratic terms with the coefficients c 1 , 1 . Only the linear components of the strain tensor (3) will be included in the beginning, so the strain tensor adopts the very simple form ε xx = B, ε yy = C, ε zz = A, and ε ij = 0 for i = j.
As explained before, we then have to solve the system of equations dF /dB = dF /dϑ = 0. For the values of the material parameters, we choose c 1 = 121 × 10
. In general, c 1 is obtained from the initial slope of the respective stress-strain curve before any reorientation of the director takes place. The choice of the other material parameters can be motivated in the following way. From a stability analysis for ϑ 0 = 0
• we find that the original orientation of the director ϑ = ϑ 0 = 0
• becomes unstable at a critical strain given by A = A c ,
With increasing A > A c the director continuously rotates and reaches an orientation of ϑ = 90
For A > A r the director remains at this orientation of ϑ = 90
We can infer from Eq. (27) that 2D 2 + D are set and the value of A c is adopted from an experiment, we can estimate the value of D 1 . On the contrary, estimate (28) has to be taken with care. The experiments show that the strain amplitudes corresponding to a complete reorientation of the director are rather high so that nonlinear effects will probably play a major role. Therefore, Eq. (28) should mainly be considered as an estimate for the order of magnitude of the value of D (2)
1 . As a result, we obtain the curves depicted in Fig. 2 , where the orientation angle of the director ϑ is plotted against the 
• , 10
• to 80
• in steps of 10 • , and 89.9
• , respectively. They can be inferred from the scaling labels on the ordinate (the value ϑ0 = 0.1
• has not been marked explicitly). For ϑ0 = 0 • a pronounced threshold behavior is found.
externally imposed strain A (in the corresponding calculations the strain amplitudes have been taken into account up to quadratic order). The different curves correspond to different initial orientation angles ϑ 0 = 0
• in steps of 10
• , and 89.9
• , respectively, which can be inferred from the scaling labels on the ordinate (the value of ϑ 0 = 0.1
• has not been marked explicitly). At small and large strain amplitudes the curves for ϑ 0 = 0
• and ϑ 0 = 0.1 • nearly coincide. Significantly, for an external force applied perfectly perpendicularly to the initial director orientation, that is for ϑ 0 = 0
• , we find a pronounced threshold at a critical strain A c ≈ 0.13. However, the curve strongly smoothes out already for the small value of ϑ 0 = 0.1
• . Naturally, when the director is already aligned parallel to the externally applied force (ϑ 0 ≈ 90
• ), practically no further reorientation occurs.
It is interesting to note that we find a complete alignment of the director parallel to the external force direction, that is ϑ = 90
• at finite strains, only for the perfectly perpendicular geometry of ϑ 0 = 0
• . In order to understand this point, we
have a look at the terms with the coefficients D 2 and D (nw) 2 , which induce the reorientation of the director field. For the geometry investigated, they read
The first two terms after the equality sign are always positive, whereas the last two terms are always negative. This follows from definitions (1) and (2), as well as from ε xx < 0 and ε zz > 0. In general, the energetic penalty arising from the first two terms in brackets inhibits a complete alignment of the director parallel to the external force direction. However, these terms vanish in a geometry in which the external stress is always oriented perfectly perpendicular ton nw (ϑ 0 = 0 • , S = T = 0). More illustratively, we can say that the stretching of the elastomer given by ε zz > 0 enforces, whereas the induced contraction described by ε xx < 0 hinders the director reorientation via the relative rotationsΩ. The opposite is true for the role of the relative rotationsΩ nw : here the stretching ε zz > 0 hinders and the induced contraction ε xx < 0 enforces the director reorientation. Only in the case of the perfectly perpendicular geometry without shear deformation, Eq. (29) only leads to contributions that drive the director to ϑ = 90
• . In all the other cases additional contributions leading to the opposite effect arise. This is the reason for the very different appearances of the curves in Fig. 2 .
For this special case of ϑ 0 = 0 • and S = T = 0, we can also further elucidate the role of the two sets of relative rotationsΩ andΩ nw .Ω directly couples to the externally imposed strain ε zz = A, and this coupling induces the reorientation of the director field. On the other hand, ε zz > 0 results in a contraction ε xx < 0, which couples toΩ nw . Then,Ω nw also enforces the director reorientation. Because of the coupling betweenΩ nw and ε xx , however, the material parameter D nw 2 simultaneously influences the magnitude of the lateral contraction ε xx .
When we want to compare the shape of the curves in Fig. 2 to the ones obtained during measurements, we have to rescale the abscissa via Eq. (23), introducing λ as a variable. This procedure stretches the shape of the curves for higher strains, a tendency which is also observed experimentally 4 . In our model, it is possible to fine-tune the shape of the curves especially for larger angles ϑ via the values of the material parameters D 
B. Stress-strain curves
In this section we will use our model in order to study the mechanical stress-strain behavior of nematic SCLSCEs deformed in a geometry as described above. For this purpose we will compare the results of our model with data measured during recent stress-strain experiments.
We decided to focus on the stress-strain curve shown in Fig. 3 • C the film was deeply in the nematic state and showed a pronounced decrease in the slope of the stress-strain curve at intermediate strain amplitudes (Fig. 3) . The reasons for us to focus on these data are of different kinds. For one thing, the data curve apparently represents a material which has sufficiently equilibrated for each step of increasing the strain. In particular, besides the stress-strain data also measurements revealing the orientation of the director field as well as measurements on the dimensional shape change of the sample during the strain deformation are presented for the same material and thus give a complete picture.
Two important facts can be extracted from the region of high strain amplitudes in Fig. 3 . We can see that the elastomer reacts in a well defined way to the imposed strain deformation. A fairly linear relationship has been found between the nominal stress σ N ext and the logarithm of the elongation ln(λ) for these high strain amplitudes. This especially applies to the data points in the regime 0.4 < < 0.5. For > 0.5 the data points start to scatter and slightly deviate from this linear relationship. We interpret this fact as the onset of a qualitatively different behavior at very high strain amplitudes. Therefore we will restrict our considerations to the regime of < 0.5. The authors of Ref. 29 could further demonstrate by infrared dichroism measurements that in the regime of high strain amplitudes ( > 0.4) the director reorientation has been completed and practically no further reorientation occurs. Moreover, the slope of the stress-strain curve is roughly as large as for low strain amplitudes.
In order to compare with our model, we have to convert the stress-strain curve from Fig. 3 to the corresponding representation in terms of the variables A and dF /dA. We perform this step with the help of Eqs. (23) and (26) . As a result, we obtain the curve depicted in Fig. 4 .
Furthermore, we remember that in our approach we have derived the expression for the generalized energy density F by means of a series expansion in the strain tensor ε. As mentioned before, in our calculations pure elastic strain is explicitly included only to quadratic order. Nonlinear behavior of the stress-strain curve predicted by our expression for the generalized energy density F always has to be connected to a reorientation process of the director field. If the director orientation remains constant w.r.t. the polymer network, we will find a linear relationship between A and dF /dA. A nonlinear behavior of the stress-strain curve in a regime of constant director orientation has to arise solely from an intrinsic nonlinear elastic behavior, resulting from stretching the network of crosslinked polymer backbones. We will subtract this nonlinear elastic behavior from the stress-strain curve. For this purpose we have fitted the linear regime of high strains in Fig. 3 by a straight line. With the help of Eqs. (23) and (26) we could transfer this straight line from the ln(λ)-σ N ext representation of Fig. 3 to the A -dF /dA representation of Fig. 4 . We obtain dF /dA as a power series of A, dF /dA = a 0 + a 1 A + a 2 A 2 + a 3 A 3 + ... . As mentioned above, the authors of Ref. 29 have demonstrated that for these high strain amplitudes no reorientation process of the director occurs. The nonlinear contributions in A must therefore result from nonlinear purely elastic contributions of the polymer network. Since these effects are not included in the characterization by our model, we can exclude them from our considerations: we subtract the values a 2 A 2 + a 3 A 3 + ... from the data points of our stress-strain curve in the A -dF /dA representation. This is possible on the basis of our approach in the spirit of a series expansion, in which every effect is connected to a limited number of terms. As a result, we obtain the curve of data points shown by Fig. 5 .
We have to note that, as a consequence of this procedure, we make a small error in the following sense. Terms, like for instance ε ij ε jk ε kiΩlΩl , include the strain to higher than quadratic order and couple for example to relative rotations. At low strain amplitudes the term may vanish due toΩ = 0. On the contrary, it may lead to a contribution nonlinear in A for higher strain amplitudes whenΩ = const = 0. In this case, we may subtract the nonlinear influence of this term from the A -dF /dA curve only for the higher strain ampli- Fig. 4 with nonlinear purely elastic contributions by the network of polymer backbones subtracted. A curve that has been obtained with the help of our model is also shown. In this case, the amplitude S of the shear deformation was free to adjust. The curve is characterized by a specific set of values of the material parameters involved in our model.
tudes whereΩ = const = 0, not for the lower strain amplitudes ofΩ = 0. However, we have checked that the error resulting from these deviations are only minor. For this purpose, we have repeated the whole procedure, now fitting the linear regime of small strains of the ln(λ)-σ N ext plot with a straight line. Eventually, after subtracting the elastic nonlinearities resulting from this regime, we obtained almost the same curve as before. In short: we have verified that our procedure of fitting the original stress-strain curve leads essentially to the same results for both regimes, small and large amplitudes of strain.
As a first step in order to investigate the stress-strain behavior, we suppressed elastic shear deformations completely by setting S = T = 0. This means thatn nw n nw 0 during the whole deformation. We solve the equations dF /dB = dF /dϑ = 0, and we obtain B and ϑ as a function of A. As a result, by choosing appropriate values for the material parameters, we obtain curves for dF /dA as a function of A, which qualitatively correspond to the arrangement of the data points in Fig. 5 . When we choose ϑ 0 = 0
• for the angle of initial director orientation, corresponding ton nw x, we find pronounced cusps in the A -dF /dA curve. These cusps are located at the strain amplitudes where the director orientation starts and ends. They correspond to the kinks in the curve of ϑ 0 = 0
• in Fig. 2 . It is not surprising that such a threshold behavior occurs in the perfectly perpendicular geometry. We could demonstrate that a pretilt in the initial director orientation (ϑ 0 = 0
• ) smoothes out the stress-strain curves. Simultaneously, however, it leads to an increase of the slope in the intermediate strain region. Spatial heterogeneities of the materials will also play a major role in this context. They correspond to a spatial variation of the values of the material parameters in our model. As a qualitative estimate, we took simple averages over stress-strain curves obtained for different values of only one material parameter. The result indicates that the curves will be strongly smoothed under the influence of spatial variations.
Comparing the curves obtained in this way for S = 0 to the data points, there is a major difference: the length of the interval of negative slope cannot be quantitatively reproduced. The reasons for this fact may comprise additional effects induced by spatial heterogeneities, which then would have to be included in our model. Furthermore, nonlinear contributions not considered up to now (such as, for example, described by higher order coupling terms of strain and relative rotations) can extend the width of the interval. However, the suppression of the shear deformation by setting S = 0 also plays a major role, as will be demonstrated in the following.
C. Including shear deformations
When we want to inspect the situation of S = 0, we have to solve the system of equations given by dF /dB = dF /dS = dF /dϑ = 0. As a result we obtain B, S, and ϑ as a function of A, noting that the corresponding algebra becomes quite complex. We have investigated the situation of an initial director orientation given by ϑ 0 = 0
• . Here, we find that the threshold strain at which the director reorientation starts shifts to a lower value. Significantly, the strain interval over which the director reorientation takes place becomes considerably longer when the shear amplitude S is free to adjust. An example for the stress-strain curves we obtain by this procedure is shown in Fig. 5 . The shear amplitude S connected to the corresponding deformation is depicted in Fig. 6 . We can see that no shear deformation occurs below threshold. When the threshold strain amplitude has been passed and the director starts to reorient, the shear deformation steeply increases. It steeply decreases again when the reorientation angle of the director comes close to 90
• . In the reoriented state we find no shear deformation, as it was the case for the low strain amplitudes.
We have plotted the evolution of the strain amplitude B corresponding to the resulting contraction in x-direction in Fig. 7 . This is the direction parallel to the original orientationsn 0 andn nw 0 . The dependence of the amplitude B on the externally imposed strain A reflects well the experimental observations 29 . For low strain amplitudes A < A c we obtain the linear isotropic elastic behavior of an incompressible material, characterized by B = − 1 2 A. As soon as the director reorientation sets in, however, this behavior changes qualitatively. We find that during the reorientation of the director field the lateral contraction mainly occurs in x-direction and can be described approximately by B ≈ −A. This means that the elastic deformation occurs mainly in the plane of the director reorientation. Consequently, the material in this regime reacts approximately in a two dimensional way, which agrees well with the experimental observation 5, 29 . This kind of deformation is often referred to as a "pure shear" deformation 38 . When the reorientation process has been completed, we again find a behavior close to B = − 1 2 A. We would like to stress at this point that the respective magnitudes of the lateral contractions for A > A c are mainly determined by the influence of the relative rotationsΩ nw . When this second set of relative rotations is neglected, the elastic behavior of the materials is not recovered correctly.
In order to obtain the curves presented in Figs. 5-7, the values of the material parameters have been set to c 1 = 121 × 10 strongly affect the magnitude of the lateral contractions. We have carefully adjusted the values of the material parameters. However, small deviations from these values qualitatively lead to the same results.
Finally, we note that the slope of the stress-strain curve for high strain amplitudes is lower than for small strain amplitudes. This means that the generalized energy of the system increases less with increasing strain. If this were not the case, there would be no reason for the director to remain in the reoriented position.
IV. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVE
In this paper we have presented a continuum model which allows the description of the nonlinear macroscopic behavior of nematic SCLSCEs. We propose that two preferred directionsn andn nw are important for the characterization of the materials, one of them connected to the properties of the liquid crystalline phase and the other one to the elastic behavior. From these two preferred directions, two sets of relative rotationsΩ andΩ nw arise. We have shown that for small deviations from the energetic ground state this picture is consistent with the previous characterization of the materials using only one set of relative rotations. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that the experimentally observed process of director reorientation and the connected decrease in the slope of the stress-strain curves can be described by our model. In this context, we have explained that the two sets of relative rotationsΩ andΩ nw are necessary so that the overall behavior of the materials can be recovered correctly. In addition, we have pointed out that one has to take into account explicitly the contribution of the nonlinear elastic behavior of the materials which is not connected to any reorientation of the director field. This plays a significant role for the interpretation of the stress-strain curves.
From our investigations, it is difficult to judge to what degree the shear described by S = 0 may be observed for a volume element which behaves in a representative way. We have found that both a deformation without shear S = 0 as well as a deformation including the shear S = 0 can qualitatively reproduce the stress-strain behavior observed in the experiments. When we allow for a shear deformation S = 0 to occur, the interval of the stress-strain curve with lower slope increases, or in other words, the strain interval during which the director reorients becomes larger. On the other hand we have demonstrated that the length of this interval is closely connected to the influence of nonlinear terms coupling strain to relative rotations (in our case the terms with the coefficients D ). There is a clear tendency that more nonlinear terms of this kind further increase the length of the reorientation interval. Accordingly, the observed stress-strain curve could also be modeled by a deformation of S = 0.
On the whole we will probably find a mixture of the two scenarios and intermediate states. We have to be aware, that the materials which are produced by the common techniques show a large degree of spatial inhomogeneities. Already by optical investigation one usually can detect some of these heterogeneities. Furthermore, also recent studies using NMR and calorimetry measurements revealed the same scenario on a different length scale 40, 41 . Due to these inhomogeneities and the interaction of the various volume elements in the polymer material, we will find an elastic deformation which is to a large degree spatially heterogeneous. In addition, the boundary conditions of clamping the material induce further inhomogeneities in the deformation. Therefore, a macroscopically observed strain behavior will always be an average over varying strain behavior across the whole sample.
As a consequence, we must conclude that the degree of elastic shear deformation of one volume element does not only result strictly from minimizing its generalized energy. It seems to be more likely that the shear deformation is predominantly imposed onto the respective volume element by spatially inhomogeneous deformations. The local, spatially varying strain deformations have to arrange themselves in a way such that for the clamped edges of the elastomer we find the macroscopic displacement imposed from outside. However, we have shown that both for suppressed shear deformation S = 0 as well as for the energetically favored shear deformation S = 0 the stress-strain curves can qualitatively be reproduced.
Next, concerning the original data points in Fig. 3 , reproduced from Ref. 29 , we would like to compare the final slope for high strain amplitudes to the initial slope at low strains. We find approximately the same value for the two slopes, although the elastomer is stretched perpendicularly to the director in the beginning and in parallel direction at the end. Consequently, we may conclude that the overall elastic behavior of the sample is virtually isotropic with respect to the orientation of the director field. This justifies our choice of the elastic part of the generalized energy density (7), in which we neglected anisotropic elastic terms. The remaining difference between the initial and final slope of the curves in Fig. 5 can be explained by the influence of the relative rotations.
It is very important to address the slope of the data points in Fig. 5 for intermediate strain amplitudes as well. Here, we find a negative slope. On the contrary, we find a pronounced positive slope when we look at the overall stress-strain curves in Figs. 3 and 4 . This means that in the regime of intermediate strain amplitudes the elastomer gains energy due to the reorientation of the director field on increasing strain deformation. However, during every step of increasing the strain, the intrinsic nonlinear part of the purely elastic deformation of the network of polymer backbones costs more energy than is gained from the process of director reorientation. Therefore, the slope of the overall stress-strain curve is positive. We have also analyzed other recently measured stress-strain data in the same way 30 , and we have qualitatively obtained the same results.
We conclude that the underlying nonlinear elastic behavior of the network of polymer backbones can to a great extent be separated from the reorientation process. However, it has a major influence on the overall appearance of the stress-strain data. It prevents a plateau-like zero-slope intermediate region of the stress-strain curves. Due to its dominant contribution, it also seems to be justified to break down the interpretation of the stress-strain data to the spatially homogeneous behavior of one representative volume element: the nonlinear elastic behavior can mainly be attributed to every volume element of the material as a local effect, which does not arise from the nonlocal interaction of the different volume elements. The experimental data which we have selected in order to test our model clearly show this trend.
Possibly, oriented elastomer films in which this nonlinear elastic behavior plays a less dominant role can be produced. In this case, spatial heterogeneities become important for the macroscopic response of the system, and the interaction between different volume elements is certainly essential. Scenarios similar to those found for polydomain samples may occur 42 . Then the connection between the homogeneous behavior of one volume element and the overall behavior of the whole elastomer becomes a challenging problem. Phenomenologically, it may be attacked by an averaging approach in a spirit similar to a Maxwell construction. These issues can be investigated in future studies on the basis of our model.
